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Would like to speak to the hearings panel

ID Which
option do
you prefer?

Do you have any other comments or feedback? Name - Organisation

48221 Option 1 Cycle priority is already an issue in Christchurch. Lanes are far too big and there are safety issues with pedestrians and cyclists (e-bikes speed) slowing vehicle speeds
down is impacting traffic congestion negatively. Most people still require vehicles to travel to work. If you want to remove cars bring back the shuttle bus or similar, that
should never have been removed from service. Why aren't we utilizing the rail system? Subdivisions outside of the CBD are only growing with the need for most to travel
into the city for work etc. The large buses we are using are too large for our cheaply constructed roads, creating a lot of road repairs, utilize smaller Mercedes-Benz or
similar buses and run more of them for busier routes

Cameron Doublet

48499 Option 1 I think this pause is an excellent opportunity to totally re evaluate what we do in lower High Street. It needs to be made more attractive for the future. I have been
uneasy about the direction the plans have been going in for some time.  As a building owner in the Street since the 1970's I would like to see a change in the way Lower
High Street is developed.  It is patently obvious that the city is changing from a retail focus to a service focus.

We need to prepare for this change along with the addition of cycle lanes and more pedestrian friendly streets.

Lower High St has for years been "almost free parking" for the local businesses and the Polytechnic.

If one analysed the vehicles parked in the street, The majority are building owners and students.  I would like to see this focus on parked vehicles in Lower High Street
greatly reduced.  There are other close parking options available.

I would like to take this opportunity to make a number of suggestions. Bearing in mind the current funding issues.

The immediate priorities in the Street at this time:

1.  Repair any below ground infrastructure that needs fixing.

2.  Reseal the many pot holes.

3. At the same time reduce the speed limit to 10kmh , using traffic calming methods/cobbles and raised areas.

4.  Significantly Reduce the number of  car parks and parking time on the west side of high Street, to 30-60 minutes, pick up/drop off alongside the  frontage of the
Duncan's Buildings.  Widen the footpath on that side only, when funding becomes available.  ( Note: The polytechnic side is cold and windy and not favoured by
pedestrians.)

5. Make all parks on the east side of the street  60 minutes parking only.

6. Put in the  raised/cobbled pedestrian crossing over in the middle of the block.

7. Put in a wide separated / raised cycle lane north/south as a shared cycle lane.  At 10km per hour and reduced parking this could be a shared road way, with signage
indicating that cyclists must not be overtaken.  This could be done temporarily with road markings.

8. Leave the Madras St exit and pause the St Asaph st exit.

9. In the near future I would like to see a cobbled street, with planters,  reduced vehicle traffic/parking, seats with wind breaks.   Not quite a mall but an area favouring
the boutique type businesses that we hope to attract In the future.  With a reduced focus on cars/parking.

Nicole Arts
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10.  Be aware that the drain outside 135 High Street sometimes floods,  back flowing towards the buildings.  It needs regular clearing, cleaning of rubbish.

11.  Some extra rubbish collections from outside poly tech during term time are necessary.

I note that many of the above suggestions can be done easily,   With the use of road markings, planter boxes and other traffic reducing measures.  Can we do a trial run of
some of the options proposed to see how if it works?

There is no reason why the 10km per hour speed limit can not be instigated now, as well as the change to the parking times, reduction of the number of parks and
resealing the pot holes and new road markings for some cycle lanes.  ie a budget version!

Lets work on a new concept for this Street going into the future.

I would like to see a development similar to the Dunedin  one, by Dr Glen Hazelton, "The Dunedin City Council unveiled plans yesterday for George St and nearby streets
in the central city after it engaged in a collaborative design process with mana whenua."  Central city project plan director Dr Glen Hazelton said the streetscape would
reflect the uniqueness of Otepoti, its history and diverse cultural elements.:  https://www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/dcc/totally-georgeous-revamp-plans-unveiled

Important stuff:

No big trees on the Duncans Building side. Since 1998 we have had problems with sap, leaves and blocked gutters on our verandahs, (and no road sweeping.)  The tree in
front of our building was over 16m high when it was destroyed in the quake repairs.  (The wrong trees were planted.  Pin Oaks are not suitable we need to reflect New
Zealand with native plantings.)

As per Dunedin removal of trees, George St.  "Going in to concrete planter areas are — field maple, Japanese elm, sourgum, tōtara, South Island kōwhai, maidenhair
tree, tulip tree, upright European beech and tawhai rauriki mountain beech trees."   https://www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/george-st-redevelopment-paves-way

The "Duncans building" needs featuring, as a last remaining reminder of the 1900's strip row style, it should not  being hidden behind massive trees.

I also note that  A Dunedin  ODT Article references the frontages of the Heritage buildings and seeks to enhance the facades. "The executive summary for the report to be
discussed today at the council’s planning and environment committee commented George St had a rich colonial heritage represented by beautiful facades that lined the
street.

"The design seeks to showcase and enhance the richness of the beautiful heritage assets by allowing the public to explore the street out beyond the awnings where a
better view is enabled."

https://www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/george-st-redevelopment-paves-way

https://www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/dcc/totally-georgeous-revamp-plans-unveiled

Re current plans  Now on Hold.  Unless a better option is forthcoming,  I  support option one.

I see little point in widening the footpath on the poly tech side.  It is cold and drafty on that side, and walkers prefer the west side.   It would be better to use the extra
width  to make another cycle lane south.
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Remove some further parks on west side, ie Duncans Building side, widen the cobbled areas, shared footpaths, cycle lanes

Reduce parking times to 30 minutes on the west /Duncans side.

With your proposed design, The traffic Lane at 3.2 m. Is extremely narrow.  I feel it has been narrowed too much, leaves the possibility of cars opening doors on cyclists,
3.5 miminum

The size of the loading zone outside 141/139/135   is extremely large at 10.5 m.  It could be halved.
Options:  Give serious consideration to  revisiting the direction that the traffic is going in .  Instead of south from Tuam Street, go North from Madras Street,  This would
assist the cycle way placement.  Also it  would stop the use of  lower High Street as a shortcut to St Asaph Street. This could be done at any stage.  NB  Currently, The
entrance way into Lower High Street from Tuam Street is difficult,  Tail gating is a serious issue here.

I support Andrew Evans SK 02 Site Plan 20-10-22.pdf with further modifications as suggested above.

48542 Option 2 Option 1 is unsuitable for safe traffic movements and will impede the safe passage of cyclists and pedestrians whilst making the Madras/St Asaph area even more
confusing for drivers. Not to mention it will require a turn across traffic travelling into High St at close proximity to the Madras St corner. Option 2 is the better choice

Harrison McEvoy

48584 Option 1 • Support the one-way treatment of High Street (SE travel only for cars), although a pedestrian- and cycle-only street (i.e. all of High Street, all the way to
Hereford/Colombo intersection) would be ideal (walkable cities = climate action)
•        Support widened footpaths
•        Support the narrowing mid-block to allow safe crossing for pedestrians and reinforce the slow speed environment
•        Support street trees, landscape plantings, and seats
•        Support the 10 km/h speed limit (however 15 km/h is more achievable for both cyclists/scooter users and drivers, and setting something achievable is more likely to
get compliance)
•        Support the preferred option (Option 1) to include a right hand turn from High St onto St Asaph St just west of Madras St, to prevent people driving further than
necessary (reducing emissions), but cyclists and pedestrians should have right of way – make drivers give way instead. Make the right-turn lane at footpath height,
rather than lowered down to road level, to reinforce who has priority (i.e. pedestrians and cyclists)
•        Support cycling improvements, however, I would prefer a bi-directional cycleway (requiring more parking removal) rather than the mixture of uni-directional
cycleway and sharrows on the road – I doubt cyclists/scooter users will comply with this, and will use the cycleway in both directions, creating conflict. Parking is low
priority (e.g. just provide time-restricted parking for those with mobility cards, service vehicles, and a drop-off/pick-up spot for taxis/uber drivers, as there is heaps of
parking space behind the shops off St Asaph St). Mobility of pedestrians and cyclists is top priority to bring people into the area
•        Do not support the rumble strip or similar treatment either side of the cycleway to remind people they’re entering a differentiated space, as these are a trip hazard
to people with poor vision or mobility issues. Surely a different coloured paver or seal could be enough of a reminder?
•        Please include cycle parking racks on the ARA side of High Street too, e.g., at the narrowed area opposite the other cycle parking
•        Please ensure there is adequate lighting at night-time to increase safety
Thank you for revitalising this part of High Street and improving safety for cyclists and pedestrians.

Fiona Bennetts
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48594 Option 2 I am a GP working in Christchurch, co-convenor of Ora Taiao: NZ Climate and Health Council (which represents nearly 1,000 health workers and health organisations),
and a regular user of the cycling infrastructure on St Asaph, Tuam and High Streets as my work commute takes me across the city. I strongly oppose the provision of a
right turn to St Asaph Street and recommend option 2 (no right turn allowed) as is currently the case. The reasons for this are as follows:

-It unnecessarily increases the risk for northbound cyclists in the proposed new cycleway. This is indirectly acknowledged in the "cyclists give way" proposal where the
right turn is developed- itself completely contradicting the development of the street as a low-speed, active-transport orientated space.
-It would limit the ability to provide bicycle parking facilities.
-It would encourage through-traffic and rat-running, increasing risks for all users on the street. The argument that traffic on Madras Street would be impacted
significantly is a fallacy, and only likely if through-traffic is encouraged. I would suggest that the provision of a right turn is much more likely to worsen traffic on Madras
Street due to the overall nduced through-traffic it would create (much of which would be turning left), as well as potentially ruining the revitalisation process aims.

If High Street is to be further developed into a vibrant, pedestrial and cyclist-friendly area that encourages users to stop at the businesses along it (as is the proposal
under both options), then car traffic needs to be absolutely minimised and ideally limited as much as possible to those accessing the businesses along the street.
Provision of a right turn to St Asaph St completely conflicts with those goals by encouraging through-traffic, and indeed it worsens the safety of the road for vulnerable
users compared to how it is currently. It is important to note that many of the current users are children and students travelling to nearby schools or Ara.

Another area of improvement would be to provide proper separation of the northbound cycleway, most crucially in the areas around the loading bays, in order to
prevent illegal parking in the cycleways. The current proposed separation is insufficient

Dermot Coffey - Co-
convenor of Ora Taiao:
NZ Climate and Health
Council

48597 Option 1 The right turn onto St Asaph Street is Critical for the Street, in my view when this was taken out it stopped people coming into that end of High Street as it was all but a
Dead end! the turn onto Madras takes you East or North only!

Shaun Stockman -
Stockman Group
Limited, Manager

48630 Option 1 See attachment Anne Scott - Spokes
Canterbury,
Submissions Co-
ordinator

48636 Option 2 Recommend pedestrians are prioritised in the design and that the design is accessible for all pedestrians.  The Tuam Street intersection shows pedestrians giving way at
the cycle lane on the North West side.  On the South side the cycle lanes cross the footpath and there is no clear priority for pedestrians or a warning to direct
pedestrians away from entering the cycle lane on High Street.

There is no detectable kerb shown.  The rumble strips should not be designed the same as the tactile delineators and may not be interpreted as a kerb by pedestrians
who have a vision impairment.  Recommend a kerb or warning tgsi are installed.  This is not a shared space.  More furniture and gardens could be used to prevent
accidental entry of the cycle lane and roadway.

At the Madras Street end there is a lack of tactile and visual guidance for those who have a vision impairment.

Directional tgsi are required at the mid block crossing.

Carina Duke - Living
Streets Aotearoa, Vice
President
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47566 Option 1 In the "Artistic Impression of Option 1" there appears to be a dedicated cycle way on the right handside of the street going. Why have it on this side of the street which
have the retail shops?  Why have it at all?  It should be same road layout like the rest of High Street.

Anne Kennett, Kennett
Crafted Jewels - Owner

47716 Option 1 A right turning lane does make sense for access to St Asaph street Josh  Waretini, Laneways
Tattoo - Director

47770 Option 1 I have a business on High Street where the works are and I generally agree with the plan provided. It was disappointing when these works did not get completed as
part of the High Street upgrades to other parts of High Street. Nice to see larger footpaths and more planting proposed on this section. It is a main thoroughfare for
students and people working into town from Ara, surrounding schools and generally.

Is there any chance for a garden or planting in the square asphalted area on the corner of St Asaph and Madras Street. There is a large expanse of paving there which
would be nice to be broken up.

Providing options to turn on St Asaph Street is a good idea and worthwhile.

Please keep construction programming as quick as possible - this should be a critical aspect to procurement of the build. Too many projects run too long with no/little
action on site at times and needs to be quickened up - this needs to be a CCC directive.

Mark Bellamy, BUD
Design - Director

48140 Option 1 The trees should not be too big on the West side otherwise they will block the Duncan Buildings Heritage Facade Kris Inglis, Duncans Lane
Ltd - Director and owner
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48484 Option 1 1. Generally in favour, with modifications

2. Having the right turn at end of High St into St Asaph is essential for functionality, highly support

3. I like the bike lane where it is, I was really worried about it where both of use had it in 2019- I could just see someone pulling out from right side looking behind them
for cars and not even imagining a bike coming from in front

4. Still a lot of car parks lost- we had 30 parks in final 2019 scheme (3rd attachment), the council new scheme has 22 parks (& 2 of those are disabled) and a motorbike
park- my SK 01 has 27 parks + loading zone + motorcycle & SK 02 has 25 parks

5. Why 2 disabled parks? I know it’s the ‘accessible city’ but 2 really? 1 is plenty & most importantly with a 1.2m gap between cycle lane and car parks basically every
car park on the West side is an accessible park & the East side without kerbs/ drop down could also be used by disabled users (if they are passengers) , which is the
ultimate really- disabled can use any park like anyone

6. I cant see the use of the giant crossing area at mid block, no one is going to use it & it loses round 2-4 car parks, the similar gap on middle high st feels empty and
wind swept

7. Why landscape the polytech side it’s a dead area & mostly the shady side of street: currently its 4m wide, im showing 3.9m on SK 01 & 3m on SK 02 and added to the
lively side of street. Also no point putting seats on the west side- its dark and windy. The polytech has had 20 years to add life, their resource consent for the Jazz
school is for open/ engaged windows and 3 retail spaces, none of this has occurred. Note that a 3m footpath is still very nice- see middle high st which has footpaths as
small as 2.4m wide and on the West side mostly 3m

8. SK 02 is a winner, it really creates a much nicer side of street, it does result in the loss of 4 trees on the Ara side of street (1 would be replaced outside entry to Jazz
school). This loss of trees would be mitigated by the huge amount of extra landscaping possible on the other lively side, you can do better council, think outside the
box.

9. Is 3.2m wide enough between car parks? My suspicion is that is dangerous: humans being humans wont park exactly, wont look properly before opening doors and
someone will lose a car door or an arm, ive seen it once on Manchester St & it was terrifying - im showing 3.5m & I suspect even that is borderline. If the council
continues with 3.2m I want someone name in council on the design (or their safety auditor) clearly noted so that the coroner &/ or worksafe has a target to prosecute
and I will provide this submission as evidence

10. More bike parks, spread along high st (I havent haven’t shown this)

11. Landscape design follows same theme as middle high st? that’s turned out well.

12. Loading zone needs to be only for couriers, the nature of businesses along High st has changed from manufacture to service & no longer needs space for big trucks.
Note in meeting 27/10/22 with Andrew Wheely and Rebecca, sounds like the Monday room does need truck delivery so maybe keep it 10.5m wide and  move closer to
them

Find attached SK 01 and SK02 of proposed changes

Andrew Evans, A E
Architects Ltd - director
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48573 Option 2 Overall, Te Mana Ora supports street design and improvements that support and provide for people who are walking and cycling. We also acknowledge the necessity of
providing more bike parking for people who cycle in and around the central city.

Te Mana Ora does not support either intersection option but has recommended an alternative option below. Te Mana Ora acknowledges that the proposal makes
reference to the advantages and disadvantages of each intersection option.

Te Mana Ora recommends that an alternative option (3) is considered for the street improvements on High Street that:

a) Creates a paved route;

b) Allows cars to turn right; and

c) Prioritises people who are walking and people who are cycling on the paved route using a give way sign.

Option 3: Allows access to the carpark on St Asaph Street, which brings business to the shops in the SALT district. Additionally, it still allows and encourages people
cycling and walking to safely travel through this area. In order to prioritise cycling and walking, we recommend installing a give way to pedestrians and cyclists sign. Te
Mana Ora believes option (3) would yield the most positive outcomes in respect to public safety, preserving and prioritising active transport, and stimulating business.

Te Mana Ora supports the reduction of the speed limit to 10kph. The risk of death or serious injury to a person walking or cycling decreases significantly with reduction
in vehicle speed. In addition, Te Mana Ora seeks ways to encourage more people to walk, cycle, and scoot more often, and lower speed limits often mean that people
feel safer to use these active transport modes.

Cassie Welch, Te Mana
Ora on behalf of Te
Whatu Ora and the
National Public Health
Service - Policy Advisor

48589 Option 1 See attachment Chris Ford, Disabled
Persons Assembly -
Regional Policy Advisor

48602 Option 1 The turn onto St Asaph St is critical, it should have not been removed to start with, helps all traffic flow and more user friendly. Rachel Stockman -
Stockman Group Limited

48603 Option 1 Penni Hlaca - Togethr,
Director

48606 Option 1 Donna Robertson -
Robertson Creative,
Business Owner

48608 Option 1 Cycle lanes should be on other side of the road that way wont effect retail so badly ...or better still dont put cycle lanes in ! Dean Marshall - Marshall
Group, KPI Rothschild
Group, City owners
rebuild entity, Director

48614 Option 1 Jessica Laing - Travel
Beyond Group, Manager

48640 Option 2 In favour of curbless design so that during the summer, cafes etc, can spill out onto the street.

In favour of improved cycling accessibility to increase the business vibrancy.

In favour of making cycling safer and easier for my staff and clients.

Tom Logan - Urban
Intelligence, Director
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48956 Option 1 See attachment James Riddoch – NZ
Property Council, South
Island Committee Chair
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47567 Option 2 What evidence is there to prove the right turn bay is needed?
What is the justification for maintaining exclusive vehicle areas (asphalt areas), why can't the lane way be turned into a shared space maintaining delivery access?
If the Right turn bay does proceed, where is the pedestrian priority? can zebra crossings go in?

Tim Allan

47607 Option 2 Michele Dyer
47615 Option 2 I prefer option 2 because option 1 will contribute to more people driving around searching for on-street parking. Option 2 is misleadingly described as "providing more

room for bike parking". It actually provides lots of room for other things too - like outdoor dining for the sandwich shop that isn't interrupted by motorists idling, waiting
to give way.  If you MUST do option 1, then make it so that the cycleway has priority (note: cyclists ARE traffic).

John Lieswyn

47625 Option 1 I support option 3. Get rid of this stupid idea. Endless crap like this makes getting around the city impossible due to obstructions, various deeds, and hostility to cars.
Let's hope the the mayor stops this crap that unelected council staff keep coming up with. Cut out these crap designs that impede traffic and make navigating the city
impossible. I disagree with both options and they make the city inaccessible. 40 people is not effective consultation. You listen to too many minority groups. The electing
of the new mayor and councilors show the community disagree with these stupid designs and waste of money. Finally we the community might be able to impact
council, and staff personal agendas.

Andrew Mckay

47639 Option 1 I like that the right turn Option 1 is patterned surface. Gives pedestrian/ cycle priority.
Can you get a tree either side (southeast side) of the mid block pedestrian crossing point? To give a more ‘narrowed’ street and hopefully encourages slower speeds of
cyclist (as well as cars) at pedestrian crossing point. Obviously depends on underground services, etc.

Chris Greenshields

47640 Option 1 I am in favour of the Council's preferred option.  Creating more modern and attractive streetscapes is an important part bringing life back to the CBD. Developing the
road with improved access for other modes of transport, rather than being entirely car centric is a good step for the city.

The connection for the cycleways is important, as a disjointed network will discourage adoption. Improving cycle and pedestrian access, as well as streetscape beauty
will also compliment the Council's goals with Project 8011, and help the CBD become a far more livable.

Sam Seelen-Smith

47643 Option 1 defiantly needs that turning lane to st asaph. looks good, go ahead Jordan Mc

47644 Option 1 Right-turning lane is a good idea, so people who are unfamiliar with the area can access the car park at Little High. I say that as an avid cyclist who thinks cars should be
discouraged from the CBD, and public transport should be encouraged.

Peter Galbraith

47675 Option 1 Sophie  Morton
47694 Option 1 At Tuam St there are three cycle lanes, the middle one seems unnecessary. Is it also possible to have the cycle lanes cross the Tuam St footpath at a right angle, and then

bend around into High St. The current layout is really prioritizing cyclists over pedestrians on the Tuam St footpath.
It is great to see progress toward completion on this important part of the City.

Rob Rimmer
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47710 Option 2 Option 2 (no right turning lane) seems safer for North-bound cyclists and all pedestrians as there is one less conflict zone to navigate. In addition, the lack of car route to
St Asaph Street should help discourage through-traffic, allowing more opportunity for cars to park, pedestrians to meander around the shops on both sides of the street,
cyclists to cruise - all contributing to the liveliness and commerce of the area. Less through-traffic should also reduce the likelihood of speeding vehicles, improving
safety on the sharrowed roadway.

It would be preferable to have a separated South-bound cycleway to compliment the North-bound one, but I understand compromises must be made regarding
available road width, and - with sufficient limits on car traffic such that the roadway can be as safe as possible for non-car-users - the proposed solution seems like a
good improvement over the status quo. However, car parking space on the West side of the street could be reallocated for an extra cycleway - eliminating potential
conflict with cars altogether - improving safety, and making cyclist navigation easier. The accessible, motorcycle, and loading zone parks could be moved to the Eastern
side. That would still leave about 8 of the proposed 19 general car parks, and given there's a large carpark immediately West of the street outside Little High (cars can
access via St Asaph, people via the laneway) and a large carparking building across Tuam St on Nurseryman Lane, these extra road-side carparks don't seem necessary
(indeed, may be counter-productive) for vibrant commerce on the street.

A third solution may be proposed, whereby on-street carparking is removed in favour of a two-way cycleway, but the right-hand turn on to St Asaph retained so that cars
seeking parking can first drive through High St, then turn right to the Little High carpark, or left to go to Nurseryman Lane's carparking building. I think something like
this would encourage higher traffic volumes on High Street (bad), and would create conflict especially where the South-bound cycleway crosses the right-hand turn for
cars onto St Asaph, as cyclists would need to look behind them to see oncoming right-turning traffic. That solution would NOT be a good compromise, and I suspect
would be worse for safety than either of the current two proposed options.

Cameron Matthews

47721 Option 1 Would prefer option 1 but woudl prefer the cycle lane have right of way. Maybe a raised platform for that strip? Stephan Lloyd

47779 Option 1 I use this route for my cycle to work every day, I like the design of the cycleway and street and think it makes it safer than the current cycleway. The only comment I have
is establishing who has right of way when the cyclists travelling North-West cross the new right turn road as the cyclists do travel fast coming from the st asaph/madras
intersection.

Matt G

47810 Option 2 Safer for all road users Catherine  Warren
47846 Option 2 A right-turning lane creates more opportunities for collision with pedestrians/cyclists Reuben Booth

47864 Option 2 I support this improvement as it is a dramatic improvement over what exists today, however, it makes me wonder if the improves create the same opportunities for
congregation that much of the area surrounding Te Kaha is working toward.

Trent Jorgensen

47866 Option 2 Generally supportive of the plan. Do not want the right turn onto St Asaph Street in the current format - drivers will likely not indicate which will lead to conflicts
between cyclists (who just got a green light and are not expecting to have to stop again) and right turning drivers.
A wider northbound cycle lane would be nice to allow passing as cyclists will be coming in a platoon from the traffic lights - 1.8m is not enough width, but there is plenty
of width available with the 5.6m footpath

Alex Dean

47901 Option 2 Design designates a lot of space for car parks in what is a central city pedestrian area. Mitchell Davies
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47951 Option 2 I work around this location. There's no right turning now and it works fine. I support the safe speeds and routes for pedestrians and cyclists. Sarah Elicker

47964 Option 2 The right turning lane onto High Street is very awkward both for motorists and people going down and up Madras Street. I always am doubly on the lookout for people
using this right turn. I do not think it is necessary. I also think that High Street should be a no-car zone. The number of pedestrians and cyclists using this street as a way
from Ara to the inner city is a lot. Many of my fellow students use High Street to walk to the Bus Exchange. Is there also a way to make the Madras Street, St Asaph Street,
and High Street intersection have a diagonal crossing to aid the ease of access people have from High Street to Ara?

Pim van Duin

47972 Option 1 Why do the cyclists have to give way to cars in the right turning lane, when the cars will be travelling at 10kmh and stopping 5m further on anyway? This is a major cycle
route, your priorities are wrong. Can't you make this stretch similar to the avon river walk, i.e. a 'shared space'?

Julien Gutknecht

48034 Option 2 High Street already exists without that right turn and adding it in my opinion would make it dangerous for cyclists as cars aren't going to be looking out for them. Nathan Smithies

48036 Option 2 The first option means that cars will be crossing the cycleway. My experience with these kinds of road/cycleway intersections elsewhere in the city is that drivers rarely
look for cyclists, I have had several near misses. This is also less safe for pedestrians as cars navigate the more complicated road layout. I strongly support building more,
safer infrastructure. We should be thinking about climate change, and be looking to move away from cars as our main transport option.

Sarah Smithies

48065 Option 1 This looks good, but I don't understand why cyclists need to give way to traffic from the right turning lane into St Asaph St. If there is a raised platform then why can't the
cars give way to cyclists?

The right hand turn to St Asaph St is useful as it reduces excessive driving (provides a shorter option for vehicles to get to St Asaph St). Due to Chch's numerous one way
streets, much greater distances need to be travelled to reach destinations!

Daniel Parkinson

48081 Option 2 Kristin Mokes
48088 Option 1 DO NOT HAVE A TWO WAY CYCLE LANES ON ONE SIDE OF THE ROAD! The Ferry road cycle lane trial has clearly shown that 1. it makes it more dangerous for cyclist,

motorists and pedestrians. 2. Cyclists do not use these two way lanes on the one side of the road how it is intended. They will easily travel with the direction of traffic as
this is what they are traditionally used to doing. Do not encourage plantings and trees around the parking areas, it lessens visibility and increases dangers to the unseen.
On the footpaths or against buildings are much more sensible. Also keep in mind that school students from nearby schools use this route to get to the bus exchange at
the end of school day (and at start of day to school). In relation to cycle lanes, the area of Ferry Rd from Fitzgerald Ave towards Moorhouse Rd (nursery rd), is a much
better, safer system for cyclists and motorists.

Jill Reesby

48091 Option 2 Jig Dhakal
48115 Option 2 Yes i support this plan but this is a missed opportunity to pedestrianize this street. This street wont be a major thoroughfare anyway and will save a grand total of 21

carparks. We can do better, we see the city mall and cashel st, without cars, are bustling with activity. We can have what cuba st is in wellington. This area is a major
walking area between ara campus and bus interchange/crossing carpark, meaning there will be high numbers of pedestrians around this area, and adding cars in the
mix didn't make sense

For loading bays and/or mobility parking, we can use st asaph's side streets or little high's carparking, the rest can park at the crossing and walk a short distance to high
st (or better, use the bus until the bus interchange)

Justinus Yudistira
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48120 Option 1 Rohan van Soest
48141 Option 2 The changes we make need to reflect the urgent need for climate action. We need to make it easier for pedestrians and cyclists to get around our city, not cars. Tom Brennan

48288 Option 2 I'm worried option 1 will turn High Street into a through road to make a U-turn on the one-way streets Cameron Bradley

48299 Option 1 Toby Lambert
48311 Option 1 Liam  Bignell
48341 Option 1 It looks great. Phil Straver
48392 Option 2 I believe non-essential car travel should be discouraged on Madras Street to make it more enjoyable for foot and cycle traffic.

There is very little cycle parking in the centre city and the space would be better used for this.

Max Mitchell

48397 Option 2 Thank you for a properly separated bike lane. Its just so much safer. The businesses will love the uptake from cyclists stopping in to sample their tasty products. Please
do not put an option to turn right into St Asaph st. It will make the road a thoroughfare, the exact opposite of what you are trying to achieve in this design. Automobiles
should take the longest but most separated route from mixed traffic. Coincidentally, I've cycled and driven a car in Amsterdam. It is of course amazing to cycle, but
driving is better too because you often get your 'own road' where you don't have to share with other forms of transport. You often drive a slightly longer route, but its
smoother with less obstacles.

Koen van den Broek

48421 Option 1 Chris Odell
48430 Option 2 Prefer adding right-turning lane as otherwise cars wishing to go west via st asaph street would need to do a large loop.

Concerned about cycling being between 2 sets of parked cars, not sure how safe this would be, especially if larger vehicles are present on the street.

Would prefer separated provisions for cyclists in both directions, either on opposing sides or together on one side. Could use Ara side as less pedestrian access VS shops
and offices on other side.

Sam Miller

48441 Option 2 Looks great. Will be a nicer spot to enjoy and shop at the local businesses. Well overdue. Peter Hume
48443 Option 2 Tom Williams
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48454 Option 1 I strongly support this upgraded connection; I use this corridor regularly to bike into town. The additional planting and seating is also welcomed, although it feels like
there is not enough bike parking (esp on the east side of the street).

I'm OK with providing the additional right-turn link into St Asaph, but I see no reason why it can't give way to the cycleway (which can be raised relative to the roadway
to emphasise this). The cycleway is a strategically more important route than this minor access link and so the  crossing priority should reflect that. Legally this is easy to
achieve using GIVE WAY controls.

If this link is provided, where will the existing bike stands and repair stand at the south end of High St be relocated to? Also, the bike stands near Tuam St would appear
to be in the way of the realigned contra-flow cycleway - where will they go to? Perhaps some of the on-road hatched space could be re-used for bike parking?

If this street is to become a 10km/h street, then effectively it will operate similarly to a shared space. In which case the pedestrian crossing points at the
top/middle/bottom of the street should have priority over the minimal slow-moving traffic. Suggest you use raised crossing points to reinforce this.

Except for the mobility parks, I'm unclear why you are proposing flush V-channels to mark the roadway edges; my worry is that some vehicles will park further onto the
berms, which could create less room for pedestrian access and the "door zones" could also encroach on the contra-flow cycleway.

Many people might wish to access the Little High Eatery bike parking via the gap between the buildings midway along High St (I use  this regularly). The contra-flow
cycleway north is now flush with the footpath making that easier to do, but there is no obvious way to access this entrance for riders from the north. I suggest that you
slightly rejig the parking to provide an access gap between the parking bays (perhaps with a small kerb extension).

It would be great if the southbound cycleway could feature an advance detector loop in the path as you approach the St Asaph St diagonal crossing, rather than only one
at the stop line itself. There is often limited opportunity to get the diagonal crossing phase, and it would be nice to have a couple of extra seconds chance to call it. I
assume that the realigned northbound contra-flow cycleway will also get a new advance detector approaching Tuam St?

There is a cycle crossing proposed across the west side of St Asaph St at Madras that appears to cut across the end of the separator island. It's also not clear where this is
heading to; I would have thought its main purpose was to connect to the St Asaph separated cycleway?

Glen Koorey

48465 Option 2 Matthew Reid
48470 Option 1 I would like to see more shared-use zone areas and less cars - making the area safe and business friendly. David Grogan
48473 Option 1 Hannah Ashton
48509 Option 2 Please don't add the turning lane for drivers of cars here. It is already dangerous across the city to walk and bike, and this is a spot that will functionally be a slip lane,

which is very dangerous and disincentivises environmentally friendly transport options.
Christopher Seay

48527 Option 2 Jeremy Lynn
48529 Option 1 I support a shared cycle and vehicle space Adrianne Tisch
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48535 Option 2 I strongly prefer option 2. I think that ripping up a pedestrian area/footpath to build a new vehicle connection in this location is bad because:
1. It prioritises cars over pedestrians and cyclists on a street which should be pedestrian priority.
2. It makes pedestrian access to High street from the south side of St. Asaph worse because people will have to cross at the lights and then cross another road where if
only one car is waiting at the stop sign it will be blocking the pedestrians from crossing. Cycling is worse for the same reason - if there are two cars waiting at the stop
sign they will block the cycle lane.
3. It will make the nearby intersection of St. Asaph / Madras unsafe as this right turn is very close to the intersection but not controlled by the traffic lights
4. It is financially wasteful - the paving stones here are pretty newly laid. It cost a lot to build the current wide paved footpath so ripping it up to build a road lane is a
poor financial idea and would be a very bad look for the council.
5. The alternative for cars if they want to get onto St. Asaph is to go down Manchester instead of driving down High St. If they have to drive onto High St. for deliveries etc
then the alternative is just going around one block of one way streets - it is not a huge deal and the number of cars needing to do this should be very low so impact on
Madras street will be low.

A better solution to eliminate illegal traffic movements across the footpath would be to install bollards.
If vehicles want to access the car park on St. Asaph St. from Tuam St, they should be using Barbadoes to connect to St. Asaph. High Street is not meant to be a
thoroughfare for cars. If option 1 is chosen, then the priority should be reversed - cars should give way to pedestrians and cyclists and the existing newly laid paving
should remain where it is.

I think that there are too many on street car parks. This should be a pedestrian priority street. There are a number of large off street car parking buildings that should be
used rather than providing on street car parks everywhere. At least the on street car parks should be limited to the side of the street without the cycle lane. The cycle
lane could then be made bi-directional.

There are 20 or so car parks provided but only 5 bike stands from what I can see on the plan. This ratio should be reversed. Please install more bike stands, they take up
way less space than car parks!

The trees in the artist impression on either side of the cycleway, at the corner of Madras and St. Asaph are missing from the plan.

I support the reconsiderations:
1. Enhancing the streetscape
2. Providing widened footpaths for improved access to the surrounding businesses
3. Providing a critical missing safe cycle route between Tuam and St Asaph Streets
4. Providing a simplified intersection at High St and Tuam Street.
5. Implementing a 10km/h speed limit along this section of the road. This emphasizes that the street should not be used as a thoroughfare for cars
6. Making pedestrian access safer and easier - to meet this point, the right turn from High Street to St. Asaph St. should not be built.

Jono de Wit

48536 Option 2 The new right hand turn would be a terrible idea causing High Street to become a thoroughfare and as a result, a less enjoyable place to walk, cycle, eat, shop etc. This
part of High Street needs more pedestrianisation to make it a cohesive part of the central city’s vibrant areas further up High Street towards the Crossing.

Jack Halliday

48537 Option 2 Cycling in Christchurch is already dangerous enough without creating more places where what little dedicated infrastructure cyclists do have is intersected with roads.
You can't create a livable city by building more rat runs for inpatient drivers to take shortcuts through.

William Page

48538 Option 2 Exit onto st Asaph st seems unnecessary and likely create undesirable through traffic. Also makes it less safe for pedestrians an cyclists John McCombs

48541 Option 2 Option one is dangerous. dont do it. Aaron Campbell
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48546 Option 2 Brittany Earl
48548 Option 1 Clare Sargeant
48549 Option 2 I don't see funnelling traffic to Madras st rather than the smaller streets around High St as a problem - the only reason anyone is driving down High St is circling looking

for parks and I don't think we need to encourage that any more. Giving priority to the cycling and pedestrian routes makes the area safer for all, and in a climate
emergency is the only sensible option.

Sophia Woodhams

48551 Option 2 ABSOLUTELY DO NOT ADD THE RIGHT TURN.

Roads in Christchurch already undergo enough transformation, usually for good (e.g. adding cycle lanes). This area currently looks great and functions efficiently. Do
something more useful with council resources, like implement bike lanes around the new Te Kaha arena, or repave Wharenui Road so that anyone would want to drive
on it.

Josiah Morgan

48552 Option 2 Matt Lang
48555 Option 2 Adding a car lane across what is now pedestrian and cycleway is a waste of money and creating a solution where there is no problem. Access to st Asaph can be made

other ways. Don't do this please.
Jayden Carr

48556 Option 2 Given the low volume of motor vehicle traffic, and the link to the major cycleways on St Asaph and Tuam Streets, I am inclined to think that Option 1 risks creating an
unnecessary rat run, which would impact the safety and character of the street. If Option 1 must go ahead, then road traffic should be required to give way to the
northbound cycleway before the turn onto St Asaph St, rather than the other way as currently shown.

Patrick Kennedy

48557 Option 2 Having that right turn will mean cars are basically parked in the way of people walking or cycling. It isn't needed and is pretty nasty really Wayne Phillips

48558 Option 2 I support option 2 because:

-Cyclists already have to give way too many times on the city centre cycle routes. To encourage cycling, cyclists should have at least as much priority as car drivers, if not
more.

-High Street is a city centre street where the focus should be on the street as a destination, not movement of cars. Adding a turning lane to St Asaph street will encourage
rat running and discourage pedestrians and cyclists from visiting the street.

Other comments:

As this is a low speed environment where cyclists are expected to mix with cars, provide raised thesholds at the intersections, and the areas where cyclists are expected
to merge with cars.

One reason given for option 1 was the issue that cars might drive across the footpath to access St Asaph Street. This can be prevented by strategic placing of raised
plantings, street furniture, bike racks and bollards.

Michael  Clemens

48562 Option 2 Cyclists and pedestrians to be given priority. Even if option 1 is chosen (hopefully not), make it so vehicles have to give way. Richard Houghton

48563 Option 2 I am submitting in support of option 2. Bicycle safety should be prioritized as this is a critical link in the cycle network. Connor Ellison
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48566 Option 2 I fully support the changes to improve the streetscape, which will make this feel much more like a destination. It will make outdoor dining more pleasant for local food
businesses and encourage people to linger and visit the local shops.

I prefer Option 2, only having a vehicle exist on to Madras St. I feel this is a significant safety issue for cyclists, and given that this is part of the Heathcote Expressway it is
important to ensure priority and safety for cyclists. The reasons given for Option 1 do not stack up:

"This will reduce unnecessary traffic on Madras Street": Madras St is a major arterial road! The additional traffic from vehicles travelling down a speed reduced High
Street will have minimal impact on Madras St.

"eliminate illegal traffic movements across the footpath": This is a valid concern, but there are better ways of fixing this such as bollards. Just because the traffic
movement is legal, doesn't make it any safer!!

"allow cars to access the carpark on St. Asaph Street": If cars want to access that car park, then they should use the existing one-way system ie via Barbadoes. We should
be trying to AVOID cars using shortcuts like this, not encouraging them! This shortcut will increase traffic on the street, who will be wanting to travel fast so they can get
to their car park (or who are looking for a short-cut route home), and it will go against everything this streetscape improvement is trying to achieve.

Arthur McGregor

48567 Option 1 I think this is the most balanced approach, as I prefer option 1 as many motorists will simply illegally turn right with option 2. As cars will generally be going about as fast
as cyclists, it should be very safe for cyclists and pedestrians still, especially as it adds an amount of predictability in terms of where the cars are going.

Jackson Davey

48569 Option 2 Fran Cox
48572 Option 2 Aaron Wilson
48576 Option 1 Joshua Wight
48577 Option 2 Of the two options presented I prefer option 2. I do think that access into St Asaph for motor vehicles is positive in this location, but not over right of way for pedestrians

and cyclists. I would prefer to see a version of option 1 where cyclists and pedestrians are given priority and cars have to give way.
Geoff Sugden

48578 Option 2 Hamish Patterson
48582 Option 2 Option 2 makes the layout more difficult to read, having dedicated cycle lanes crossing with car lanes is dangerous. If we want more people to use cycle they need to be

safe. ultimately, more bike parking will increase bikers visting shops or people using their bike to access the shops. Cyclists are clients too, and you park more cyclists in
a smaller space. This also reflects the climate urgency.

Eponine Pauchard

48585 Option 2 The proposed design looks fantastic! Well done to everyone involved.

I strongly support Option 2: carving a vehicle path right through the centre of a newly-paved area seems counterintuitive to the city's mode share ambitions, reduces the
LoS for northbound cyclists, and compromises what could be a lovely pedestrian plaza. In this respect, I would love to see some trees and seating added to this area,
adjacent to the existing red cycle stands.

Also, I would love to see greater use of bollards in this design. I believe the earlier High St upgrade (Tuam-Lichfield) is comprised due to insufficient use of bollards to
demarcate the pedestrian realm. This isn't a shared street, so bollards should be used.

Overall, I strongly support the proposed changes, and strongly prefer Option 2.

Adam Lines
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48588 Option 2 I completely oppose your idea of turning an illegal activity (those turning right into ST Asaph) to legal activity at the expense of pedestrians and cyclists. The way to
avoid this illegal activity is to completely prevent the ability to turn right. This can be achieved by using bollards or planting that will prevent drivers from turning into St
Asaph.

When discussing removal of car access business owners are always saying it is less desirable yet time and again it proves to bring a boost to business as proven by
Oxford Terrace development. There are enough car parks in the city in walkable distance from just about every shop possible. The only car parks required around
businesses are accessible car parks with proper enforcement.

Merav Benaia

48590 Option 2 I support any new roading project that discourages driving as a strong message that our city is serious about climate change and encouraging more sustainable modes
of transport

I support removing all car parking on the south side and creating a bi-directional cycleway and allowing for one-way, (south east) travel for cars, exting at Madras street
only

I support the narrowing of the mid-block section with a zebra crossing  for easier and  safer pedestrian crossing

I support the 10km/hr speed limit- makes cyclists more aware that they are in a pedestrian area

Please ensure all kerb cut downs are smooth. Bumping down even as little as 1 cm constantly damages wheel rims and are unpleasant to travel over.

I would like to see cyclists and pedestrians have the right of way over vehicular transport at St Asaph Street.

I would like to see more than five bike -maybe include a  Locky Dock, also are there any disability parking planned? .

I support the indicated landscape plantings and seating plan.

Meg Christie

48591 Option 2 We need to encourage more pedestrian and bike-friendly roads if we want to have a walkable downtown. The best option would be to have a downtown with very
limited car traffic, as opposed to the current thoroughfares that make it time consuming and dangerous for non-motor vehicles.

Logan Brunner

48592 Option 2 Keeping Madras St as the only motor vehicle exit will maintain the cycle priority feel required and desired for this section of High St.  By adding a motor vehicle exit onto
St Asaph St, the cycle priority and ease of movement when travelling by bike will be severely compromised, especially when people on bikes are expected to give way to
exiting motor vehicles!?!!  For goodness sake, this is the central city connector to a Major Cycle Route (Heathcote Expressway). More bike parking is more definitely
desirable in this area that's developing into a cycle friendly part of the city.  Please, please, please consider this carefully before making a final decision. Have you seen
how oversubscribed the bike parking is already outside Smash Palace and C1 on the section of High St north of Tuam St? Check this out:
https://photos.app.goo.gl/uc5ATMeFE8nQPrLL6
Thank you for listening.

Natalie Brodie

48593 Option 2 Adding better access for motorised vehicles at this location is counter productive to what we need to be doing. This a key connector to MCR and a central city street that
should be a destination place for people that doesn't encourage through traffic. We will never meet our climate change goals if we continue to prioritise vehicle
movement, especially to the detriment of people outside motorised vehicles.

Hugh Wilson
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48596 Option 2 You cant cut off a MCR right of way surely, not what we are trying to deliver in accessible city? Please do not consider new vehicle right hand turn/ exit, already a busy
com[plex environment without putting cyclists at risk with this 'surprise' reversal of priorities. Unecessary &amp; unsafe I would suggest

Trudy Jones

48598 Option 2 I have loved only having the madras st turn anna rumbold
48599 Option 2 Cycling popularity is increasing all the time for good reason, and it is not what the city needs to make it more difficult for cyclists in important parts of the city centre like

this.

We will give more priority to cyclists here (not less), if we are thinking about its current people and the future.

James Green

48600 Option 1 Darcy Everest
48601 Option 1 Janelle Butcher
48604 Option 2 Nathan Klosse
48605 Option 1 Including a turn will make the area worse for pedestrians and cyclists Tobias Meyer

48607 Option 2 I'm looking forward to High St being improved as I cycle along here regularly and the wrecked surface is pretty unpleasant! The streetscaping will also be a vast
improvement, and I strongly support the 10kmh limit.
I strongly oppose the addition of the slip lane on St Asaph Street, as this will encourage more traffic along High St and will undermine the street as a place for people (I'm
thinking of the pleasantness of sitting outside having a drink or meal  at the Monday Room, or a gelato on the cute seating bench at Utopia Ice) - much nicer with lower
traffic volumes. I also oppose it because people cycling will need to give way to those turning onto St Asaph. This one of only a handful of key cycle gateways to the city,
and people cycling and scooting should have priority.  Once the major cycle routes are complete, they will be only along 2% of the road network, and people cycling
should have priority along this small percentage of the transport network. The climate emergency is real and it is urgent, and we not only need to make it more
convenient and safe to walk, cycle, scoot and bus, but also less convenient to drive. We need to break with the last 50 years of prioritising efficient car travel at the cost
of all else. That is part of what got us into the current mess we're in!
The third reason I oppose this option is that it sees the removal of the attractive and practical cycle-shaped stands, and tool station outside Hokitika Sandwich shop.
I can't see from the plans what other bike parking is planned, but I urge you to install more than you think is required. The High St project sections completed last year
have a dire lack of  cycle parking as shown in these photos taken outside Smash Palace on Friday evening. There were 30 bikes parked there when I arrived, and only 16
cycle stands provided by CCC nearby. Photos here: https://photos.app.goo.gl/uc5ATMeFE8nQPrLL6 I would think that this section of High Street would need at least a
further 10 staple stands to accommodate 20 bikes along the length of it.
I think it would be cool to do something (a mural, or some kind of funky lighting?) to draw attention to the laneway shortcut to Little High at the north-west end of the
project.
Finally, can the Level of Service for people cycling and scooting across the Tuam St crossing please be looked at as part of this project? The wait to cross is unacceptably
long in my view, and doesn't seem to be synched with the lights ahead at Tuam/Madras for motor vehicle traffic, which seems a wasted opportunity.
Thanks for your time and consideration

Anne Heins

48609 Option 2 Adding a right hand turn onto St Asaph Street is just going to increase the amount of impatient drivers who miss their turn onto Manchester Street rat-running through
High Street onto St Asaph. This right hand turn 'eliminates' dangerous illegal movements across the footpath by making them legal... If this was our goal, shouldn't we
instead place bollards along the side of the footpath to prevent cars from going on the footpath all together?  This is creating unnecessary dangerous conflicts between
people walking and on bikes with impatient rat runners in cars which could easily be prevented by just putting bollards up.

The whole goal of this project is to make the street a more attractive place to be, not to increase through traffic for cars

Rowan Goldsmith
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48611 Option 2 I don't support removing the pedestrian areas and allowing a vehicle traffic lane to cross a bike lane. Biking in this area is already quite difficult because of many red
lights slowing us down. We don't need more obstacles. I also think it will be confusing and unsafe because of the many trees etc blocking views. (Please don't remove
any trees :-))

Rosemarie North

48612 Option 1 As a business owner leasing space on this part of the street I believe the right turn is essential and that the cycle lane would be better on the other side of the street for a
better retail/hospital/office frontage aesthetic for all.

Libby Oborn

48613 Option 1 I wholeheartedly support the 10kph speed limit. My preferred option is to not have the right turning option from High Street onto St Asaph Street as this adds a conflict
zone to what is a major cycleway and I believe that in this case, that is what needs to take priority. However, if there is to be a right turn option, the 10kph speed
restriction needs to be enforced to minimise the car bike conflict that will be created.  I’m very familiar with the Oxford Terrace 10kmh zone from Montreal Street
westward to Antigua St, having a business in the area. This zone is generally shared well by vehicles, bikes, scooters and pedestrians. With the exception of occasional
speeding, and the vehicles illegally parked the ambience and feel of safety is good. It would be good to replicate this on this section of High Street. The narrowed mid-
section will hopefully   enable this to happen.  I support the widening of pedestrian areas 100%.  A bi-directional cycleway on this section would allow more space for
dedicated cycling, but if not possible my preference for the dedicated NW bound cycleway would be raised slightly from the road, without a raised barrier. This would
suit the aesthetic look if the area - eg Colombo St from Bus Interchange south to St Asaph St. The retail mix in this area is small ticket purchases and food. I question the
need for  so much space to be allocated to car parking, when good bike parking is much more space efficient. Less car parks with a short turnover time would free up
space, with the same effect.  The Little High car parking area is a very short walk away.  Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission.

Robert Fleming

48615 Option 2 The addition of a right-hand turn lane is an unnecessary and dangerous addition which conflicts with the issues raised by the council about too much focus on cars. This
will inevitably result in traffic backed up blocking the cycleway and preventing pedestrians from being able to cross as well as adding a conflict point between cars and
cyclists. If the council goes ahead with option 1 cyclists should have right of way which should be the case as cars are cutting across the cyclist's path as they are
effectively making a right turn. Incredibly bizarre that the council's response to "illegal traffic movements across the footpath" is to give in to lawbreakers and give space
for cyclists and pedestrians to lawbreakers. Illegal movements on the footpath have been easily solved by cities across the world by installing bollards. This is yet
another example of the council being unable to install even simple measures to prevent the intrusion of cars into public spaces. It's also unclear why the raised
pedestrian platform isn't a pedestrian crossing. All of the work has been done to raise the road to the footpath level yet cars still have priority. There should be more
provision for bike parking. Streets with cycleways should have ample cycle parking instead of 19 spaces for cars which again conflicts with the plan focusing too much
on cars. Studies from NZ and overseas consistently show that cyclists and pedestrians bring spend more and stay longer than those who drive. Cycleways also raise
adjacent property values which the council can recapture through rates and recoup investment costs. Parking should be removed on the Ara side of the road to allow for
another cycleway travelling in the other direction to the currently planned lane.

Luke Baker-Garters

48616 Option 2 Disappointed to see that option 1 is the preferred option and my submission relates to the right hand turn from High Street onto St Asaph Street. Having the exit on to St
Asaph St will only encourage cars to use the street as a way to get on to St Asaph St, which will have a detrimental effect to the amenity of the whole area. Having cyclists
who have just gone through a controlled intersection then straight away give way to cars turning right on St Asaph Street is a poor design and does not send the right
message around transport hierarchy in Christchurch. The use of this space to accommodate cars is an opportunity lost for better public amenity. That fact the motorists
are currently breaking the law is terrible reason to install the turning option.

Sean Mallory

48617 Option 2 Ben Mckie
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48618 Option 2 I support Option 2 as this is a vital cycle corridor into the city. The addition of the right turn shown in Option 1 could only make this area worse for cyclists and
pedestrians.

Douglas Horrell

48619 Option 2 Option 2 is strongly preferred on safety grounds - as both a regular cyclist on this route (and a vehicle owner) the proposed Option 1 seems to be significantly unsafe,
encouraging drivers to assume priority and cross the path of oncoming bikes heading north-west - there will almost certainly be near misses and worse. It also removes
the current pedestrianised area which is pleasantly undisturbed by traffic. The current junction works fine, no changes are needed! Drivers should just go onto Madras
and then right to Barbadoes in order to get onto St Asaph St (extra 3 minute loop maximum...)

Ben Reid

48620 Option 2 This area is meant to be for people. Putting in more turning options will encourage more cars and decrease bike numbers, which is the complete opposite of what our
climate goals should be and will mean more threats for pedestrians from cars.

David Moore

48624 Option 2 It looks like an at grade car park, discouraging me from wanting to dwell in the area as a pedestrian spending money. Darren Fidler

48625 Option 2 Heaps more bike parks please Adrian Thein
48626 Option 2 Hugh Crozier
48627 Option 2 Option 2 seems safer for pedestrians Dylan Goldsmith
48628 Option 2 Option 2 seems much safer for cyclists. I, as a cyclist, would not feel comfortable cycling down High Street if this right-hand turn is implemented. Liam Gibson

48629 Option 1 I regularly cycle this way and the changes are a significant improvement.   I support Option 1 as I can see the benefit for others but only if it can be designed in such a way
that cyclists and pedestrians have the right of way.   I also support the Spokes submission.

Anne Scott

48631 Option 2 I support the efforts to make this section of High St more pedestrian and cycling friendly.  Specifically, the lower speed, one way treatment and narrowing of the street.  I
hope the mid-block crossing is at the same level as the footpath.

If a right turn into St Asaph is chosen then I would like to see cyclists having priority.  This is part of a major cycling route which is having an increasing number of users.
Cyclists will have just negotiated the Madras St crossing and would not want to lose momentum stopping again.  The surface treatment should reflect the cycle way
having priority.

Consideration should also be given to using one (or more) of the parking spaces for cycle parking (e.g  Locky docks).

Richard Smith

48634 Option 2 Ensure enough cycle parking. Allow bars and cafes to overflow into the wider footpaths to increase vibrancy Mitchell Anderson

48635 Option 1 I regularly bike through here to get to Ara and to Ferry Rd at various times of the day.  It is becoming crowded at the St Asaph St intersection at busy times.   High St is
also part of my walking circuit at lunchtimes. This plan has a good balance of making it safer for pedestrians and cyclists and allowing some parking which is useful as it
is one of the few safe, easy places to get picked up from my work nearby, particularly when carrying things which cannot easily go on the bike.

Jill Scott

48637 Option 2 It is far more important to provide safe alternatives for people who choose to cycle for health and safety, for our climate and for an enjoyable city. I have been hit by cars
when there are similar turning options, even when they saw me, just because they didn't think they needed to give way to me.

Emily Lane
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ID Which
option do
you prefer?

Do you have any other comments or feedback? Name - Organisation

48639 Option 2 Overall support the plan, but the right turn will present a major conflict point between car drivers and cyclists, with the potential for serious injuries. There's sufficient
access to the St Asaph St carpark via other roads, and if the concern is cars mounting the kerb and turning onto St Asaph St illegally, the kerb should be made high
enough to deter this. More bike parking in the area is a positive too, for businesses and cyclists alike

Will Miller

48641 Option 2 Putting a turn here into St Asaph turns High St into a thoroughfare rather than a destination. It is a far more pleasant St to hang out in and spend time and money in if
the street environment is designed for people to linger in rather than drive through. Make it for people, not for cars.

I'd expect the Hokitika Sandwich Company for example, would benefit more from paved area than a turning lane.

The turning lane also makes it a more dangerous environment for pedestrians and people on bikes and micromobility. There are a lot of pedestrians around here
(thanks to Ara and local businesses).

A people focused environment also makes it better for those gathering before and after events at Te Kaha.

Jessica Halliday

48643 Option 2 Thank you, Christchurch City Council Staff, for the excellent design for this section of High Street.  This will greatly enhance the area and provide a streetscape that is
safe, people friendly and welcoming.

Providing people with genuine transport choice is a critical step in reducing our carbon emissions.  Not only that, supporting active transport and micro-mobility options
like walking, wheelchair, mobility scooter, cycle and e-scooters is good for people's health and finances.  Never underestimate the value of an environment where
people can easily say hello to one another.  All of this strengthens communities.

I have really thought about this plan and have serious concerns with the option of exit on to St. Asaph Street.  If we are serious about acting on the world's climate
emergency, then we should not support a design that has pedestrians and people cycling to giving way in this situation.

Given staff have made the argument the exit on to St. Asaph Street "will reduce unnecessary traffic on Madras Street", this implies the traffic volume is material.  If that is
the case, then it would mean the volume of traffic interacting with pedestrians and people cycling when turning on to St. Asaph Street would also be material.  This
could see multiple vehicles waiting at the paved exit and could introduce safety issues.

A further concern with the exit on to St. Asaph Street is that High Street could be seen as a shortcut for people driving.  This of course would increase the volume of
traffic on what should be a quiet street.  This would likely grow as more people discover it. Also, when people are taking a shortcut, their speed is likely to be higher
(compared with if they had the intention to stop on High Street).

For these reasons, Option 2 should be seriously considered the better option to ensure High Street remains a people friendly street.

A final couple of points:

Can we please make sure there are sufficient bike stands in the area.

Can we please think about trying to encourage increased safety with e-scooter parking (e.g., intuitive, dedicated areas).

Allan Taunt
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1 November 2022 
 
 
 
Christchurch City Council 
PO Box 73012 
Christchurch 8154 
 
 
Tēnā koutou,  
 
 

Submission on High Street Improvements 
 

1. Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the proposed High Street Improvements. 

This submission has been compiled by Te Mana Ora (Community and Public Health) on 

behalf of the National Public Health Service and Te Whatu Ora Waitaha. Te Mana Ora 

recognises its responsibilities to improve, promote and protect the health of people and 

communities of Aotearoa New Zealand under the Pae Ora Act 2022 and the Health Act 

1956.  

2. This submission responds to the specific questions provided in the proposal.  

3. This submission sets out particular matters of interest and concern to Te Mana Ora.  

 

General Comments 

4. We welcome the opportunity to comment on the High Street Improvements Proposal. 

The future health of our populations is not just reliant on hospitals, but on a responsive 

environment where all sectors work collaboratively to address the determinants of 

health.  

5. Transport is an important determinant of health. The mechanisms of this relationship are 

numerous. Road safety, vehicle emissions and air quality, physical activity levels and 

accessibility are some of the many factors associated with transport that have a 

profound impact on population health and wellbeing1.  

                                            

1 Shaw C, Randal E, Keall M, Woodward A. Health consequences of transport patterns in New Zealand's largest cities. N 
Z Med J. 2018;131(1472):64–72. Epub 2018/03/23. pmid:2956593 
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6. When transport and land use planning acknowledge and take these factors into account 

at the highest level of strategic policy-making, there is potential to make significant gains 

in improving health and wellbeing and reducing inequity and healthcare costs.2  

 

Specific question posed and response 

Which High Street, St. Asaph Street and Madras Street intersection option do you 

prefer? 

7. Overall, Te Mana Ora supports street design and improvements that support and 

provide for people who are walking and cycling. We also acknowledge the necessity of 

providing more bike parking for people who cycle in and around the central city.  

8. Te Mana Ora does not support either intersection option but has recommended an 

alternative option below. Te Mana Ora acknowledges that the proposal makes reference 

to the advantages and disadvantages of each intersection option.  

9. Te Mana Ora recommends that an alternative option (3) is considered for the street 

improvements on High Street that: 

a) Creates a paved route; 

b) Allows cars to turn right; and 

c) Prioritises people who are walking and people who are cycling on the paved                                                                                                                   

 route using a give way sign.   

Option 3: Allows access to the carpark on St Asaph Street, which brings business to the 

shops in the SALT district. Additionally, it still allows and encourages people cycling and 

walking to safely travel through this area. In order to prioritise cycling and walking, we 

recommend installing a give way to pedestrians and cyclists sign. Te Mana Ora believes 

option (3) would yield the most positive outcomes in respect to public safety, preserving 

and prioritising active transport, and stimulating business.  

                                            

2 Mizdrak A, Blakely T, Cleghorn CL, Cobiac LJ (2019) Potential of active transport to improve health, reduce healthcare 
costs, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions: A modelling study. PLoS ONE 14(7): e0219316. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0219316 
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10. Te Mana Ora supports the reduction of the speed limit to 10kph. The risk of death or 

serious injury to a person walking or cycling decreases significantly with reduction in 

vehicle speed. In addition, Te Mana Ora seeks ways to encourage more people to walk, 

cycle, and scoot more often, and lower speed limits often mean that people feel safer to 

use these active transport modes.  

Other comments 

11. Te Mana Ora is supportive of the overall aims of the High Street Proposal. Our rationale 

for this position is outlined below.  

12. Transport and urban design influence the health and wellbeing of New Zealanders, as 

they can influence people’s everyday behaviours and experiences. 

13. Enabling and supporting active transport in urban design can, for example, increase 

individual physical activity and reduce air pollution, both of which have significant 

implications for population health3.  

14. Additionally, recent research by Waka Kotahi NZ has highlighted the strong relationship 

between wellbeing and mental health and transport, noting that transport modes and 

choices have an impact on mood, transport satisfaction, life satisfaction, subjective 

wellbeing, and psychological distress4. Increased car traffic and high traffic speeds have 

a negative impact on social cohesion and connectedness whereas active transport has 

been shown to increase levels of social connectedness and daily social contact, which 

are critical for wellbeing and positive mental health5. 

15. Further, there is consistent and growing evidence that increasing walking and cycling 

levels in the population achieves substantial economic return over the long term6. 

Outcomes most often considered are savings from reductions in health care costs, 

absenteeism, air pollution, congestion, and greenhouse gases, as well as gains in fuel 

                                            

3 Harrison, G., Grant-Muller, S. M., & Hodgson, F. C. (2022). Understanding the influence of new and emerging data forms on mobility 

behaviours and related health outcomes. Journal of Transport & Health, 24, 101335. 
4 Wild, K., Woodward, A., Tiatia-Seath, J., Collings, S., Shaw, C., & Ameratunga, S. (2021). The relationship between transport and 

mental health in Aotearoa New Zealand. Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency. 
5 Wild, K., Woodward, A., Tiatia-Seath, J., Collings, S., Shaw, C., & Ameratunga, S. (2021). The relationship between transport and 

mental health in Aotearoa New Zealand. Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency. 
6 Community and Public Health.  2012.  Review of studies that have quantified the economic benefits of intervention to increase walking 

and cycling for transport. http://www.cph.co.nz/Files/QuantEconBenefitPhysicalActive.pdf  
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savings. Direct economic benefits have also been reported for retail and other 

businesses from investing in walkable communities with high amenity values and 

proximity to frequently used destinations such as shops, eating places, schools, and 

parks7. 

16.  Te Mana Ora recommends that the Christchurch City Council consider applying the 

Healthy Streets Indicators (see below) to any future street improvements and 

developments8. Street improvements, including those proposed for High Street, 

represent an opportunity to assess other aspects of the street and consider ways to 

further enable healthy outcomes.  

 

 
 

                                            

7 Community and Public Health.  2012.  Review of studies that have quantified the economic benefits of intervention to increase walking 

and cycling for transport.  http://www.cph.co.nz/Files/QuantEconBenefitPhysicalActive.pdf  
8 https://www.healthystreets.com/what-is-healthy-streets  
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Conclusion 

17. Te Mana Ora does not wish to be heard in support of this submission. 

18. If others make a similar submission, the submitter will not consider presenting a joint 

case with them at the hearing. 

19. Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the High Street Improvements Proposal. 

 
 
 
Ngā mihi/Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 

  

 

 
Tanya McCall  
Acting Regional Director Public Health Te Waipounamu 

National Public Health Service 
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November 2022

To The Christchurch City Council

Please find attached our submission on the High Street improvements project

Disabled Persons Assembly NZ

Contact:

Chris Ford

Regional Policy Advisor

Ingrid Robertson

Christchurch Kaituitui
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Introducing Disabled Persons Assembly
We work on systemic change for the equity of disabled people

Disabled Persons Assembly NZ (DPA) is a not-for-profit pan-impairment Disabled

People’s Organisation run by and for disabled people.

We recognise:

 Māori as Tangata Whenua and Te Tiriti o Waitangi as the founding document

of Aotearoa New Zealand;

 disabled people as experts on their own lives;

 the Social Model of Disability as the guiding principle for interpreting disability

and impairment;

 the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities as

the basis for disabled people’s relationship with the State;

 the New Zealand Disability Strategy as Government agencies’ guide on

disability issues; and

 the Enabling Good Lives Principles, Whāia Te Ao Mārama: Māori Disability

Action Plan, and Faiva Ora: National Pasifika Disability Disability Plan as

avenues to disabled people gaining greater choice and control over their lives

and supports.

We drive systemic change through:

Leadership: reflecting the collective voice of disabled people, locally, nationally and

internationally.

Information and advice: informing and advising on policies impacting on the lives of

disabled people.

Advocacy: supporting disabled people to have a voice, including a collective voice, in

society.

Monitoring: monitoring and giving feedback on existing laws, policies and practices

about and relevant to disabled people.
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The submission

DPA is providing this submission for the benefit of the Christchurch City Council in its

deliberations on the High Street improvements.

DPA welcomes the proposals to improve the High Street area for all users including

pedestrians, cyclists and motorists. We endorse all the proposals made around how

to improve this area, especially the 10 km/h speed limit for vehicular traffic.

However, in this brief submission, we provide a disability perspective on how things

can be improved further to ensure the greater accessibility of the High Street area.

Preference for Option 1

DPA supports Option 1 as our main preference for accessibility reasons. We note,

though, that while this proposal is largely positive, it will still be necessary to remind

cyclists to give way to traffic. Recently our Christchurch Kaituitui encountered a

cyclist who almost went through a red light. DPA believes it would be helpful to have

signage put in place reminding cyclists to behave safely around both traffic and

pedestrians in this space.

DPA also recommends that a raised pedestrian crossing should be inserted in High

Street, to enable pedestrians to be clearly seen by traffic and cyclists.

DPA recommends that tactile strips be placed at crossings for blind and low vision

people to navigate safely.

DPA’s recommendations

The Disabled Person’s Assembly recommends:

 Recommendation 1: The need to have prominent signage put in place

reminding cyclists of their responsibilities to behave safely around both traffic

and pedestrians in this space.

 Recommendation 2: That a raised pedestrian crossing should be inserted in

High Street, to enable pedestrians to be clearly seen by traffic and cyclists.

 Recommendation 3: That tactile strips be placed at crossings for blind and

low vision people to navigate safely.
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High Street Improvements 

Submission from Spokes Canterbury 
 

Reference: https://www.ccc.govt.nz/the-council/haveyoursay/show/539  

 

Tēnā koutou katoa 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed High Street Improvements.     

Introduction 
Spokes Canterbury (http://www.spokes.org.nz/) is a local cycling advocacy group with approximately 

1,200 followers.  Spokes is affiliated with the national Cycling Action Network (CAN – 

https://can.org.nz/).  Spokes is dedicated to including cycling as an everyday form of transport in the 

greater Christchurch and Canterbury areas.   Spokes has a long history of advocacy in this space 

including writing submissions, presenting to councils, and working collaboratively with others in the 

active transport space.    We focus on the need for safe cycling for those aged 8 to 80.   

Proposal 
Spokes supports the overall plan for High Street.  It is a significant improvement over the current layout 

for both cyclists and pedestrians. 

• Spokes prefers a bi-directional cycleway (requiring the removal of more parking).   It is possible 
that more vulnerable cyclists, such as parents with small children, will use the separated 
cycleway in both directions creating conflict, or alternatively the footpath on the Ara side.  There 
is a lot of parking at the back of the shops off St Asaph Street.   

• Making all of High Street a pedestrian and cycle-only street (i.e. all the way to 
Hereford/Colombo intersection) would be ideal as it supports walkable cities 

• Supports the one-way treatment of High Street (SE travel only for cars) and the contra-flow 
cycleway.    This will make it safer for cyclists than the current situation. 

• Supports the narrowing mid-block to allow safe crossing for pedestrians (will this have formal 
zebra crossing markings too?). 

• Supports the street trees, landscape plantings, and seats. 

• A 10 km/hr limit is unrealistically slow for cyclists and for some going that slow becomes a 
balance issue, however experience on Oxford Terrace near the hospital has shown that 10 
km/hr sends the right message and for the most part keeps both drivers and cyclists well under 
20 km/hr particularly around vulnerable users. 

• Spokes votes for modified option 1 of the two current scenarios.  We can see the benefit of an 
entrance to St Asaph Street for businesses and the community.  We would like to see a 
compromise where the proposed connection to St Asaph Street gives the right of way to cyclists 
and pedestrians.  Given the low speed and reasonable sight lines it should not be a problem if 
the whole pedestrian area was a raised level with the footpath and indicated that vehicles 
needed to take care and give way to cyclists and pedestrians.   The paving will also help 
differentiate the area.  
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• The safest preferred path for pedestrians is unclear in image 2 when there is a car present 
waiting to turn into St Asaph St.  There is a risk a pedestrian will walk in front of the car while 
the driver is looking the other way for a gap in the traffic. 

• We are assuming that the footpath and cycleway are flat with the type of surface treatment the 
only difference.    Height changes can create trip hazards for people with poor vision or mobility 
issues and these incidents reflect poorly on cycleways.   However there have been some issues 
with this type of treatment on St Asaph St outside the pubs and Riccarton Road outside the new 
hospital building.  Spokes prefers a 75 mm kerb between the cycleway and footpath as is best 
practice in the Netherlands and Denmark, and we have an example of this for a block or two on 
Colombo Street (Lichfield to St Asaph St).  It is no more of a trip hazard than any other kerb for 
pedestrians (refer 
http://usir.salford.ac.uk/id/eprint/28534/1/Accessibility_of_urban_spaces.pdf). There would be 
kerb cuts for mobility impaired users at strategic locations.  

• The growing number of cyclists using this route is creating congestion at the lights on the corner 
of St Asaph and Madras Streets at busy times.   The new layout has simplified this area which 
should help. 

• Please ensure adequate lighting at night for safety. 

• These changes will make this area more attractive to cyclists.   The original drawings we saw had 
five hooped bike stands planned but a few more would be handy in this busy area and would 
encourage greater use of the businesses in the area.  Spokes suggests that this is an opportunity 
also for more Locky Docks as found in the Little High Carpark (and bike park) that forms part of 
the same city block.  

 

I would like the opportunity to present to the Community Board on this submission and I am happy to 

discuss or clarify any issues that arises. 

 
Anne Scott 
Submissions Co-ordinator 
Spokes Canterbury 
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